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I. INTRODUCTION 
Early this century E. Stromgren calculated numerically many groups, or 
families, of periodic solutions of the restricted three-body problem. His results 
lead him to announce the Principle of Natural Termination according to which 
a family of periodic solutions can only terminate in one of four ways: by the 
period, the dimensions of the orbits, or the energy approaching infinity or the 
orbits approaching a critical point. 
Wintner [lo] claimed to have proved the principle of natural termination, 
not only for the restricted three-body problem, but for any analytic system of 
differential equations having an integral. Wintner [9, p. 4421 says that Birkhoff 
[3, p. 7071 gives a shorter proof which is essentially the same as his. However, 
in his proof, Birkhoff [3, p. 7071 appl ies the implicit function theorem to a system 
of equations without checking that its Jacobian is not zero. The principle of 
natural termination has recently been referred to by Szebehly [8, p. 4871, who 
believes it to be true, at least for the restricted three-body problem. A more 
recent reference to Winter’s theorem is made by Siegel and Moser [7, p. 1471. 
In Section 4 we obtain a counterexample to Winter’s theorem (by constructing 
a family of periodic solutions to a simple integrable system which terminates in a 
way other than those given by Wintner). The main purpose of this paper is to 
formulate and prove a modified version of the principle of natural termination 
which allows a family to terminate in two additional ways not envisaged by 
Wintrier. This result is stated in Section 3. 
Because of the previous mistakes in this area we spend some time in Section 2 
carefully formulating the ideas of a family of periodic solutions and extensions 
of such a family. 
2. NOTATION ANL) DEFINITIONS 
Notation. Let f: U C [w” --f F, where U is open and F is a Banach space. 
If f is FrCchet differentiable at u E U then we denote its derivative at u by 
Df (u). If g: I C R -+ F, where I is an open interval, we define g’: I -+ F by 
g’(t) ~ 4wl). 
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Let W(U, lP) be the vector space of Y times continuously differentiable 
functions mapping U C W into Iw” for 1 < r < co. Iff is Y times continuously 
differentiable and its domain and range are clear from the context we say ‘tf is 
W.” The subspace of bounded mappings in W(U, W) with the supremum 
norm is denoted by a”( U, W). The supremum norm is written as // I/, and, for 
any positive integer m, 1 j denotes the norm on R”. If a E [w” we write it in 
component form as (a, , a2 ,..., a,). 
The d@erential equation. We are concerned with the autonomous differential 
equation 
I$’ = X0& (1) 
where X: cl(U) C IP + EP is V on cl(U), the closure of U. For each a E U there 
is an open interval I and a unique solution 4: I + U of (1) with 4(O) = a (see 
CL I?* 401). 
A solution 4: [w -+ U is periodic if there is a positive real number w such that 
for some t, hence for all t, $(w + t) = +(t). Th e smallest such period is called 
theprimeperiod (see [l, p. 1561). It is convenient to restrict the domain of such a 
solution + to an interval L of length at least W. 
For each a E U there is a Vz mapping F: V x J + U such that V x J is 
open in U x R, J is an interval containing zero, the mapping t H F(u, t) = F,(t) 
satisfies (I), andF,(O) = a (see [I, p. 381). Th e map F is called a flow box for (1) 
at a. If a is the initial value for a periodic solution, we can choose the interval J 
to be arbitrarily large at the expense of taking V to be a sufficiently small neigh- 
borhood of the image of the solution, 
The characteristic multipliers of X at a periodic solution 4 : L 4 U with prime 
period w are the eigenvalues of the matrix of the linear map DFw(u): EP + EP, 
where Fw: u -+ F(u, U) = F@(u) and a = +(O). 
An integral 7: U + R for (1) is a $9 function such that for each solution 
4:I-t Uof(I)andforeverytEI 
The integral is said to be nonstationary at a E U if &(a) # 0. 
Families and extensions. 
DEFINITION. A function @: X + Y is a diffeomorphism of sets X and Y 
contained in Banach spaces if and only if @ carries X injectively onto Y and both 
0 and Q-1 can be extended to differentiable functions on open sets U and V 
containing X and Y, respectively (see [6, p. I]). 
DEFINITION. A family of periodic solutions to (1) is a diffeomorphism 
@: 1-+ &P(L, W) where I is a bounded, open interval, each member of @[I] is 
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a periodic solution of (I), and, furthermore, the function T: I -+ R?, which 
assigns to y the prime period of Q(y), is continuous. 
This is a narrow definition of family. It excludes the following example: 
Let 4: L + U be a periodic solution of (1) and define @: (0, 1) + S(L, W) by 
@3(r) = 4 for all y E (0, 1). Here @ is a constant map, and hence is not a diffeo- 
morphism. 
DEFINITION. A right extension of a family @: 1 -+ .W(L, lP> is a family 
@*: J + .@‘(L, IFP) such that 
(i) J is an open bounded interval and / contains I together with its right 
end point, and 
(ii) @* 11 = @. 
A left extension is defined similarly. 
EXAMPLE. We give an example of a family which cannot be extended on the 
left but may be reparametrized to make it extendable. Consider the system of 
differential equations 
4; = -41, 
dz” = -42 * 
Let Cp: (0, 1) + @([O, 2~1, UP) be the family of periodic solutions to this system 
defined by putting 
@p(y) = (y sin, y1j2 sin) 
for each y E (0, 1). No extension of @ can be differentiable at y = 0; hence the 
family y has no left extension. However, let us compose @ with the squaring 
function P: (0, 1) + (0, 1) so that 
(@ 0 3)(y) = (yz sin, y sin). 
From the definition this function is FrCchet differentiable. The map Y = 
@ 0 c2 has inverse Y-r: Y[(O, l)] + (0, 1) defined by putting 
for (h , f2) E WO, 1 )I C ~l([O, 24  R2). Th e same formula allows us to extend 
the map Y-r to a differentiable map defined on an open neighborhood of the set 
Y[(O, I)]. Therefore Y is a diffeomorphism, hence a family (in our sense) of 
periodic solutions. 
The family of periodic solutions Y = @ 0 3, unlike the family @, clearly has a 
left extension. 
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This example suggests that we should allow for the possibility of “reparam- 
etrizing” before trying to extend a family. To this end we make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. Let CD: I + P(L, IP) be a family of periodic solutions to (1). 
A reparametrization of @ is a family 0 0 g: J 4 BT(L, W), where g: J-I such 
that g’ :> 0, g maps J onto I, and J is a bounded interval. 
Any periodic solution 4 E %(L, IV) of (I ) with period w can be embedded in a 
family as follows. Since (1) is autonomous the function t i--t +(t + y) is also a 
solution of (1) for each real y. Hence if I is an interval of length at most w the 
map 0: I--t 9P(L, [w”) with 
@(Y) = (t ++ C(t + Y)) 
is a family of periodic solutions of (1). We call @ a trivialfamily. 
DEFINITION. A family of periodic solutions to (l), CD: I + gr(L, (w”), is said 
to be proper if each reparametrization of it is nowhere tangent to a trivial family. 
DEFINITION. A proper extension of a family of periodic solutions @: I + 
.@“(L, UP) to (1) is a proper family of periodic solutions @* : J -+ 9(L, W) to 
(1) which is either a right or a left extension of 0. 
3. EXTENDING A FAMILY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Let @: (a, b) - @?(L, R”) be a family of periodic solutions to (1). We define 
functions T, s: (a, b) -+ If%‘+ by 
and 
T(Y) = prime period of the periodic solution Q(y) 
S(Y) = SUP{/ @W>l: t E-v. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let CD: (a, b) -@(L, W) be a family of periodic solutions 
to (1). Suppose that 
(A) 7, s: (a, b) + R+ are boundedfunctions. 
Then there is a sequence {~fl}~z, in (a, b) converging to b and a solution (bO of (1) 
which is a periodic or an equilibrium solution to (1) such that 
@(Yn)b+oaSn-+ a 
Possibly & assumes values on the boundary of the open set U. 
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THEOREM 3.2 (Extension Theorem). Suppose that (1) has an integral 17 and 
let CD: (a, b) ---f .W(L, W) be a family of periodic solutions to (1). Suppose that 
condition (A) of Proposition 3.1 is satisfied and so assume that L is closed 
and bounded. In addition suppose that the solution&given by the proposition satisfies 
(B) +,[L] C U and+, is not an equilibrium solution, 
(C) q: C---f R is nonstationary on &[L], 
(D) the characteristic multiplier 1 of (1) at do has multiplicity at most 2, 
(E) the prime period of+,, is lim+- T(Y). 
If the family @ is proper then either there is a reparametrization of CD which has a 
proper right extension or @[(a, b)] is contained in a set of periodic solutions which is 
dzxeomorphic to S, the unit circle. 
Remarks. I. The theorem is still valid if we replace condition (D) by the 
condition that the characteristic multiplier 1 of (1) at &, has multiplicity greater 
than 2 but the matrix of DFw(a) - L has rank n - 1, where F is the flow 
box of (1) at a, L: Iw” - Iw” is the identity function, and w is the prime 
period of 4, . 
2. Intuitively: condition (E) fails if @[(a, b)] consists of solutions which 
make p circuits before closing and the limiting solution closes after one circuit. 
Wintner [I 1, pp. 611616] has obtained some results concerning characteristic 
multipliers in this situation. 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLE TO WINTNER'S THEOREM 
Wintner [lo, Sect. 51 proves a theorem which is analogous to our Theorem 3.2. 
His context is slightly more general in that he assumes the existence of an 
“invariant relation” instead of an integral. The essential difference between his 
theorem and ours is that he omits hypotheses (C), (D), and (E). We now give a 
counterexample to Wintner’s theorem. 
To this end we construct a family of periodic solutions to a Hamiltonian 
system which has no right extension and yet satisfies the hypotheses of Wintner’s 
theorem, namely, that the prime periods, the energy, and the dimensions of the 
orbits are bounded, and the family does not approach a critical point. Consider 
the Hamiltonian system 
x; = -4x, , 
x; = -x2, 
with the Hamiltonian integral H(x, , x2 , p, , p2) = x12 + x22 + p,z + p22/4, 
where x1 , x2 . p, , p, are the canonical coordinates. Consider the family of 
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periodic solutions given by @: (0, 1) + 9@([0, 21~1, BP), where for each y E (0, 1) 
the first two component functions are 
and 
@l(Y) = Y cos o (26 + (l/b - 1))) 
@p,(~) = Y sin, 
where L: R - I&! is the identity function. 
If this family had a continuous extension on the right the same would be true 
of the function y w cos(l/y - 1)) for y E (0, 1). 
For the same reason, there can be no reparametrization of @, which has a 
continuous right extension. 
5. AN EMBEDDING THEOREM 
Here we prove a local theorem which plays a key role in the proof of our 
extension theorem. This theorem includes as a special case the theorem given in 
[l, p. 1781 for Hamiltonian systems. 
Throughout this section we let &, : L --, W be a fixed periodic solution of (1) 
with period w such that&(O) = a. Let ($~a’)~ be the jth component of the deriv- 
ative +,)’ :L-+ R”. 
LEMMA 5.1. If (+o’)j is nonzero at a then there exists a neighborhood N of a in 
IFP such that every periodic solution of (1) which has a value in N, passes through 
the n -- 1 dimensional hyperplane uj = aj where uj is the jth coordinate of LP. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let @: (a, b) + .W(L, W) be a diffeomorphism whose image 
consists of periodic solutions to (1) such that 
@(Y)-t~o~SY--,b. 
There is no sequence {y~}~zI converging to b for which there exists w* E R such that 
&J < w* <w, 
where 7(yn) = prime period of the periodic solution CD(~) and w is the prime period 
of40- 
For a E U define A: V x J- UP by putting 
A(u, u) = F(u, u) - 24, 
where F: V x J---f U is the flow box of (1) at a. 
Let [N] denote the matrix of the linear map N: [w” - Rp with respect to the 
usual bases of I&P and W. 
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LEMMA 5.3. If(l) has an integraZ7: U-t R then 
[JM4lPA~~ w>l = 0 
where D,A denotes the first partial derivative of A, 
[DIA(a, w)] X(a) =: 0, 
[D&z)] X(a) = 0. 
(3) 
(4) 
It is easy to prove Lemma 5.1 by using the continuity of solutions with respect 
to their initial conditions. Lemma 5.2 has a simple proof by contradiction using 
the theorem that continuous functions preserve convergent sequences. The 
results of Lemma 5.3 are standard. Their proofs can be found in [7, pp. 143-1461. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 9 C Rn be a set of initial conditions for a set 9 C dr(L, W) of 
periodic solutions of the differential equation (1). If there is a diffeomorphismf: I--f 3, 
where I is a bounded open interval, and if the prime period function 7: I -+ R+ is 
continuous and bounded on I, then there exists a family of periodic solutions to (I), 
Y: I -+ 9, mapping I onto 9 such that for each y E I 
Y(y) = periodic solution of (1) with initial condition f (y). 
We prove this lemma later. 
THEOREM 5.5. (Embedding Theorem). Let #Jo : L --f U be a periodic solution 
to (1) withprimeperiod w > 0. Suppose that the integralrl: U + R is nonstationary 
on &,[L]. Further suppose that L is a closed, bounded interval. 
If the characteristic multiplier 1 of (l)at &h as multiplicity at most 2 then there is a 
proper family of periodic solutions E (c - d, c + d) -+ 9 C &%Yr(L, W) to (1) such 
that 
(4 WI = A , 
(b) there is p E Rf such that 9 contains all periodic solutions of (1) which lie 
in the open ball B&4,) C W(L, [Wn) and have prime period in the interval (W - p, 
co + P). 
Remark. If the multiplicity of the characteristic multiplier 1 of (1) at c$,, 
exceeds 2 and the rank of the matrix of DFW(a) - L is n - 1, the conclusion is 
still true. This has been proved by Siegel and Moser [7, pp. 143-1461. 
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Our proof uses the “continuation method” of Poincare 
as expounded by Siegel and Moser [7, pp. 145-1481. By reducing a Jacobian 
matrix to Jordan normal form, we are able, however, to deal completely with 
the case where two characteristic multipliers are 1. The case where 1 charac- 
teristic multiplier is 1 is treated in [7, pp. 143-1471. 
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Finding a map f from an interval onto a set of initial conditions for periodic 
solutions. Recall that we defined A: V x J C lFP+l + R by 
A(u, u) = F(u, u) - u, 
where F: V x J + kP is the flow box of (1) at r&(O). Thus /l(u, u) = 0 if and 
only if u is the initial condition for a periodic solution $ to (1) with period 0. 
By a preliminary transformation we reduce the matrix of D,d(a, w) to its Jordan 
normal form, where a = 4,,(O). If (1) h as characteristic multiplier I of multi- 
plicity 2 the Jordan normal form is 
or 
where M’ is a nonsingular, (n - 2) square matrix. We now follow the procedure 
of Siegel and Moser [7, p. 1471. As the proof is similar in the two cases we give 
the proof only in the second case. 
From Lemma 5.3 Eqs. (2) and (3), and the normal form for M = [DIA(u, w)], 
X,(u) = 0, 
i = 3, 4,. . . , n , 
h-/(4 = 0, 
and so, from Lemma 5.3, Eq. (4), 
X1(4 4d4 + X2(a) D2d4 = 0. 
As a is not a critical point of X then X(u) is nonzero, and as 7 is nonstationary 
then &(a) # 0, so we can assume that either X,(u) and &q(u) or X,(a) and 
Dry are nonzero. 
We consider the proof only in the case 
-&(a) # 0 and D277(4 f 0, 
as the proof in the other case is similar. Let A C lIP-l be the set of points {(ua ,..., 
24,) E W-l I(a, , u2 ,..., u,) E V}. Consider the system of equations 
A*(a, U$ ,..., u, , 6) = 0, (5) 
where II* : J x A x [w --+ lfP is the map defined by putting 
h*(u, U-2 ,..a> %, , 6) = Fk(al > U2 >-.., u,, “) - uk, k = 3,..., n, 
4*(u, u2 ,..., u, , 6) = Fl(al , u2 ,... , u, , u) - al , (6) 
A,*@, u2 ,..., u, , 6) = q(a1, u2 ,***, %) - 6 
where 7: U- 88 is the integral for (1). 
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One of the solutions of this system is (w, a2 ,..., a, , d), which corresponds to 
the periodic solution Co of (1) with period W, initial condition+,(O) =- (a, ,..., a,n), 
and T(a) = A. 
The matrix of the derivative of the map (0, ua ,..., u,,) H /I*(o, up ,..., u,,! , 6) 
at (w, a2 ,..., a,) is 
This matrix is nonsingular as Xi(a) and D,?(a) are nonzero and M’ is an 
(n - 2) x (n - 2) nonsingular matrix. Therefore, from the implicit function 
theorem, there exist d > 0 and s > 0 and a differentiable function g: (0 - d, 
d+d)-tWCJxAsuchthatg(d)=(w,a,,...,a,)andforallSinthedomain 
of g 
(i) A*(g(S), 6) = 0; 
(ii) g(S) is the only solution of Eq. (i) which lies in the ball B,(w, us ,..., a,). 
We now define a mapf: (d - d, d + d) -+ {al} x A C V by putting 
Thus f maps the interval (0 - d, A + d) onto its image, denoted by 4, which 
consists of initial conditions for periodic solutions of the differential equation (1). 
A period off(S) is g,(S). 
To prove that f: (A - d, A + d) + 9 is a diffeomorphism. We prove first that 
f is injective. Suppose that f @) = f (6) so that by the definition off 
~*(g,(B),f,(B),...,f,(B), P) = 0 = cl*(g,(s),f,(s),...,f,(s), 4. 
It now follows from (6) that /3 = 6, each of these numbers being the value of the 
integral 7: U-t R at a single point of its domain. Thus the map f: (A - d, 
A + d) --+ 9 is injective. 
The inverse off is the map 
(al , u2 , . . . . u,) - s = rl(a, , u2 ,...I %I) 
restricted to 9 as domain. This is just the map 17 1 9 where v: U-t R is the 
integral for (1). By assumption the integral is differentiable on U and so the 
inverse off is differentiable. Hence f is a diffeomorphism. 
A famiZy of periodic so&ions Y? (A - d, A + d) +3P(L, W) of (1). To verify 
that 9’ is the image of a family of periodic solutions to (1) we must prove that the 
prime period function is bounded and continuous on (A - d, A + d) and then 
use Lemma 5.4 to complete the proof. 
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The map g: (A - d, A + d) + W C J x A is continuous and so its first 
component g, . 6 + u is continuous, where o is the period of the solution with 
initial condition (aI , g,(6),..., g,(S)). The functiong, is the prime period function 
(after possible restriction to a smaller open interval as domain). Otherwise there 
would be a sequence {m}~=r with limit A such that for each n, g,(6) is not the 
prime period of the solution Y(y,). Th erefore, the prime period of Y(y,) is one 
of the numbers frgl(m), Qgr(m),.... But this contradicts Lemma 5.2 with 
W* = $ w. Therefore the prime period of each member of the family is given by 
the function g, and so the prime period function is continuous. 
Further, the prime period function is bounded. This follows from (ii), which 
gives us directly thatgr(6) < w + s for each 6 E (A - d, d + d). 
Lemma 5.4 now tells us that the set of periodic solutions to (1) 8, with 
initial conditions given by the diffeomorphismf of the interval (0 - d, d + d), 
is the image of a family of periodic solutions ??‘: (A - d, d + d) -+ 9(L, FF). 
Proof that Y is a proper family. We wish to prove that each reparametrization 
of Y is nowhere tangent to a trivial family. For any periodic solution 4 of (1) the 
trivial family CD: R + SP(L, W”) is defined by 
@P(Y) = 4 a CL + Y) 
where L: R -+ R is the identity function. The derivative of this family at each 
yEIRis 
Q’(y) = 4’ o (6 + Y). 
Now we have assumed that (&,‘)r(O) = X,(a) # 0, so by choosing d suffi- 
ciently small we may assume: For any periodic solution 4: L + R of (1) which is 
a member of the family Y: (A - d, A + d) + @‘(L, W), +r’(O) # 0. This implies 
that for the trivial family CD corresponding to $, 
@l’(O)(O) = Cl’(O) # 0. 
But we prove that for the family we have constructed 
Yl’(0)(O) = 0. 
This shows that E (A - d, d + d) + 9P(L, iW) is nowhere tangent to a trivial 
family and so is a proper family of periodic solutions to (1). 
To check YI’(0)(O) = 0, note that by the definition of Frechet differentiation 
the derivative of the function G: y I-+ Yr(y)(O) is equal to u’,‘(y)(O). For each 
y E (A - 4 d + 4, 
G(Y) = al , 
as we choose the initial conditions used in the implicit function theorem to have 
first component equal to a, . Therefore G’(0) = 0, and so 
Yl’(0)(O) = 0. 
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Proof that Y satisfies (a) and (b) of the embedding theorem. From Lemma 5.4 
we know that Y: (d - d, d + d) -+ B maps each 6 E (il - d, A + d) onto the 
periodic solution with initial conditionf(6). Therefore, 
Y(A) == I$” ) 
the periodic solution with initial condition f(o) = a. 
To prove (b), proceed by contradiction. Suppose that for each s’ > 0 there is 
a periodic solution to (l), 4: [w - U with prime period 0 E (w - s’, w + s’) such 
that 4 E B,(&,) and 4 $ Y[(d - d, A $ d)]. Hence 
Choose s’ < s such that 4(O) E N, the neighborhood of d,,(O) given by Lemma 5.1, 
so that the solution + passes through the hyperplane q = a, . Hence +(O) E 
f[(o - d, d + d)]. But f rom Lemma 5.1, and the result (ii) of the use of the 
implicit function theorem above, and the definition off, f: (0 - d, d +d) + 9 
gives the initial conditions of all periodic solutions to (1) contained in the open 
ball B,(w, us ,..., a,). Through each point of U there is only one solution of(l), 
and so the period of 4 is given by the function g, : (d - d, d + d) + (w - s, 
w + s) which was shown above to be the prime period function. Therefore there 
exists 6 such thatg,(S) = 0 andf(8) = (q , &(O),..., d,(O)), and from the defini- 
tion off, g(S) = (0, +a(O),..., &(O)), so that 4 E Y[(d - d, d + d)], contradicting 
our hypothesis, and so (b) is proved. 
To complete this section we prove Lemma 5.4. 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. The evaluation map ev: @(L, W) x L -+ W is defined 
by 
ev(g, t> = g(t) 
for g E S(L, P) and t EL. Abraham and Robbin [2, p. 251 prove that this map 
is differentiable on @(L, IV) x Iw. Therefore the restricted map ev ] 9’ x (0): 
4. - &(O) is differentiable where $a denotes the member of 9 with initial 
condition &(O) = OL E 4 so that this function maps 9 injectively onto 9. As 
f: f + 9 is a diffeomorphism off onto 9 then f-l 0 ev ] B x (0} maps 9’ differ- 
entiably and injectively onto 9. 
To complete the proof of this lemma we must prove that the inverse of this 
map is differentiable. For each y E I the inverse is Y: I -+ 9, where 
‘U(r) = (t ++F(f (A’), t)) 
and F: V x J -+ U is a flow box for (I), U having a nonempty intersection 
with 9. 
As W is locally compact we may choose a compact neighborhood N(r) of 
some f (7) in V such that N(r) C V. Further, we assumed that the prime period 
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function was bounded, and so, if J2 is a bound then we may assume that each 
periodic solution in B has domain L = [0, Q]. Therefore the derivative of the 
function G: (y’, t’) ++ F(f (y’), t’) * d fi 1s e ne on the compact set f-‘[N(r)] x L d 
and so is uniformly continuous onf-r[IV(r)] x L. From [4, p. 159, Problem 361 
we see that for each E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that for (/I, S) of-l[N(r)] x L, 
I(& 41 < 6 and (1/T 4 + w, 4 ~f-luwl x 4 for 0 E [0, 11, 
ensures that 
If we let s = 0 and take the supremum with respect to t over [0, Q] we get, 
where Y(Y) = (t ++F(f (14 t)), 
where M(Y) = (r I---+ WY, WC 0)) 
Hence Y is differentiable on I. 
6. PROOF OF THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
To prove the extension theorem we need a geometrical emma whose proof is 
motivated by the techniques used by Milnor [6, pp. 55-571 in classifying one- 
dimensional manifolds. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f:I = (a, b) + v and g: J = (c - d, c + d) + V be 
diffeomorphisms of the bounded intervals I and J into a Banach space V. If there is 
an open ball B such that 
6) dJ1 CB and f [II n B C&II, 
then 
(I) f [I] n g[ J] has at most two connected components. 
If, furthermore, 
(ii) there is a sequence {ya},“=l in I such that 
‘yn - b and f Cm> -+ g(c) as n~co, 
then either 
(114 f PI n A Jl h as one component and some reparametrization off can 
be extended to a diffeomorphism, f * onto f [I] u g[J’J, which properly contains 
f [II, or, 
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(IIb) f[I] CT g[J] has two components and f[I] u g[J] is dzjjleomorphic to 
S, the unit circle. 
Note. For later reference we need to know that the extended diffeomorphism 
f *: (a’, c + d) + V referred to in (IIa) is given by 
(III) f *m = (f O W(r), y E (a’, 0 
= (f c (f-l c d)b4, y E Lb’, c), 
= &J), y E [c, c + 4, 
where A’: lR -+ R is linear with slope (f -1 og)‘(b’), &‘(a’) = a, and where 
f [(fi, b)] is the connected component off [I] CT g[J], b' Eg-l[ f [(& b)]]. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1, Part (I). Clearly (I) follows if we can show that f -l 0 g 
maps the disjoint union of at most two open intervals onto another such set. 
To see this note first that f -I 0 g: K - I, where K = (g-l 0 f )[I r\ f -‘[B]]. 
But by hypothesis (i), 
f-YdKI) = f -'[f VI n 4 
= I n f-1[B], 
which is open in I. Hence K is open. Clearly f -lo g, is a diffeomorphism of an 
open subset of J onto an open subset of I. 
Second, consider the set r C I x J consisting of all (s, t) with f (s) = g(t). 
Since every open set on the real line is a disjoint union of open intervals I’ will 
consist of a disjoint union of curve segments (see Fig. 1). 
FIGURE 1 
Each of these segments is diffeomorphic to an open interval, while I’ is closed 
in I x J. Hence the end points of these segments must lie on the boundary of 
1 x J. Since f and g are functions, horizontal and vertical lines can cross only 
once, and since f -1 o g is a diffeomorphism each segment has slope of constant 
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sign. These constraints lead to pictures for I’ of which those shown in Fig. 2 are 
typical. In all cases one finds that both the domain and range of f-l 0 g has at 
most two connected components. This completes the proof of (I). 
J 
a a B b a P b 
FIGURE 2 
Proof of (II). Suppose now that (ii) holds so that the set I’ comes arbitrarily 
close to the point (b, c) (see Fig. 3). Now suppose that f [I] n g[J] has one 
component. We may assume without loss of generality that (f-l 0 g)’ > 0 and so 
from the second part of (i) and the graph (Fig. 3) we see that (f-l 0 g) maps the 
interval (c - d, c) diffeomorphically onto (,3, b), where 18 E (a, 6). We may use 
formula (III) above to define a map f *. It is clear from (III) and (i) that f * is 
one to one. Further, from (III), we see that at each point of its domain f * is 
differentiable with differentiable inverse. Therefore f * is a diffeomorphism onto 
f [I] u g[J], which properly contains f [I]. 
a 01 P b 
FIGURE 3 
Finally suppose that f [I] n g[J] h as t wo components. An argument analogous 
to that given by Milnor [6, p. 561 establishes conclusion (IIb) and thereby 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
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To prove Proposition 3.1 we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let @: (a, 6) + S(L, rWn) be a family of periodic solutions to (1). 
If X: cl(U) C lRn - W, the right-hand side of the autonomous dz$ferential equation 
(I), is V then for each /3, y E (a, 6) and for aZZ t EL 
I @W(t) - QWWl G I @(r)(O) - @UW)l exp (At), 
where A is the Lipschitz constant for X. 
The proof of this lemma is given in [5, p. 3801. 
Let us recall some notation used in Section 3. Let 0: (a, 6) -S(L, [w”) be a 
family of periodic solutions to (1) and let 7: UC III” + R be an integral for (1). 
We defined two maps T, s: (a, b) 4 lR+ by 
and 
T(Y) = prime period of the periodic solution Q(y) of (1) 
S(Y) = Sup{1 @(r)(t)1 : t E J2 
for each y E (a, b). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Here we assume th,at 
7, s: (a, b) + R+ are bounded. 
Then there is a sequence {&}~=r in (a, b) such that /I, + 6 as m - 00 and 
lim,,, T&J exists. Further, as s is bounded the set (@&J(O): & E (a, b)} is 
a bounded subset of cl(U). Therefore we can select from the sequence &}& a 
subsequence, {r,}zCI , such that yn + b as IE + og and lim,,, @(m)(O) exists and 
lies in cl(U). 
Construction of a soktion c#,, to (1). For each pair of integers p and q 
@(Yn)’ = x o @(YP,) 
and 
@(Yn)’ = x o @b*) 
as @: (a, b) -+!z~~(L, If@) is a family of periodic solutions to (1). Because s and 7 
are bounded there is a closed cube containing the images of all the (periodic) 
solutions of the family @. As the vector field X is V on cl(U) intersected with 
this cube there is a constant A such that 
II @(Yo,)’ - @bP)‘ll = SUP{1 -q@(y,)(t)) - X(@(y*)(t))I : t EL) 
G A Sup{1 @(y,)(t) - @(r,)(t)1 : t EL]. 
As the prime period function T: (a, b) 4 Rf is bounded there exists Sz E IR such 
that for each y E (a, b) the prime period of the solution @(r) satisfies T(y) < Q. 
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We may assume that each periodic solution of the family @ has domain L = 
[0, Sz]. From Lemma 6.2 we see that 
II @(Y,)’ - @W II G A Sup{1 @(r,)(O) - @(r,)(O)l exp At : t 6 [O, Ql> 
- A I @(r,)(O) - Q%AO)l exp AQ. - 
But the sequence {@(yD)(0)}~=p=l is convergent so that the sequence {@(r,)‘},“=I 
is a Cauchy sequence. P(L, cl(U)) is complete so this sequence has a limit in 
9(L, cl(U)). Thus since the convergence of the derivatives is uniform, 
But for t E [0, Sz] 
ii @(ra)’ w = ;p o %h)M = (X0 ;+z @h))(t) 
as X is continuous on cl(U). Therefore 
pi %Jn)’ = x o w-l& @(m>>; 
that is, the function 
~6 = lim @(m) 
satisfies the differential equation (I), although &, may assume values on the 
boundary of U. 
To Prove +,, is periodic. For each n 
So if we prove that 
(7) 
it will follow that 
where w = lim,,, I. Therefore do will be a periodic solution, unless w = 0, 
in which case it will be an equilibrium solution. 
So it remains to prove (7): 
I @bd(~(m>) - 5wJ)I 
< 1 @(%)(+z)) - ‘#o(+‘dl + 1 +dTb’d - h-h’)~ 
G I @(m)(O) - M9l exp Au + I do(+J) - 4&I 
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(from Lemma 6.2). Q(m) converges uniformly to do so that the first term is 
small for large n. The solution & is continuous and so the second term is small 
for large n. Therefore (7) is proved. 
Proof of the extension theorem. Suppose that T, s: (a, b) -+ R+ are bounded 
functions. Then from Proposition 3.1 there is a sequence {~~}~zl in (a, b) con- 
verging to b and a solution +,, of (1) such that 
@(m) - 56, as n-co. 
Further, in accordance with hypotheses (B), (C), and (D) of the extension 
theorem assume that 
(i) +a is a periodic solution of (1) with prime period w > 0 (that is, 4” 
is not an equilibrium solution) which is equal to 
lim +), 
y4- 
(ii) the characteristic multiplier 1 of (1) +a has multiplicity at most 2, and 
(iii) the integral 7: U + R of (1) is nonstationary on +a[L]. 
Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are the hypotheses of the embedding theorem 
(Theorem 3.4) so that there is a proper family of periodic solutions Y: (c - d, 
c + d) - 9 C gp’(L, Iw”) to (1) such that 
(4 Y(c) = 9% , 
(b) there exists p > 0 such that 9 contains all periodic solutions of (1) 
which lie in the open ball B,(#,) C S(L, W) and have prime period in the 
interval (W - p, w -+ p). 
If in Lemma 6.1 we let g = Y, f = @, g(c) = Co , and let B = B,(#+,) then 
@[(a, b)] n Y[(c - d, c + d)] has at most two components. Further, either 
@[(a, b)] u Y[(c - d, c + d)] is diffeomorphic to S, which completes the proof, 
or there is a reparametrization of @ which can be extended to a diffeomorphism 
@*: K+ @[(u, b)] u Y[(c - d, c + d)] f or some interval K using f * of Lemma 
6.1. From the embedding theorem, Theorem 5.5, the prime period is continuous 
along the family. Therefore @* is a family which is an extension on the right of 
the family @. 
To complete the proof we must show that if @ is a proper family of periodic 
solutions to (1) then so is @*. From the note to Lemma 6.2 we see that 
Q*‘(r) = d . @‘MY)), Y 6 (a’, b’), 
= Y(y), Y E [b’, b + 4 (8) 
where A = M’(y) = (Q-r 0 Y)‘(b’). That the family Y is proper follows from 
the embedding theorem and so both Q, and Y are proper families. That is, each 
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reparametrization of CD and Y is nowhere tangent to a trivial family. In view of 
(8), @* is nowhere tangent to a trivial family and CD* is a proper right extension 
of @. 
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